Behind the Wheel Van Course Instructions

1. **Forward and Reverse Serpentine:** The drivers will begin the event with the front of the van behind the cones of the entry gate. The drivers will then pass the first set of cones on the driver's side of the van then turn left to pass the next set. The drivers will then turn right to pass the next set of cones. This pattern will continue until the last set of cones is passed. The drivers will then pull completely through the cones of the exit gate and come to a complete stop. The drivers will then place the van in reverse and repeat the path taken in reverse until the front of the van has passed the cones of the entry gate. The time limit for the course is 120 seconds. Time will begin when the front of the van passes the entry gate cones and will end when the entry gate cones are passed in reverse.

2. **Interchange of Traffic Lanes:** The driver will begin the event with the front of the van behind the cones of the entry gate. The drivers will then drive through the first gate and turn right to enter the next gate. The drivers will then turn left to enter the 3rd gate and right to enter the 4th gate. The drivers will then pull completely through this gate and come to a complete stop. The drivers will then place the van in reverse and repeat the path taken in reverse until the front of the van has passed the cones of the entry gate. The time limit for the course is 120 seconds. Time will begin when the front of the van passes the entry gate cones and will end when the entry gate cones are passed in reverse.

3. **Parallel Parking:** The drivers will begin the event with the rear of the van lined up with the cones at the front of the parking space. The drivers will then turn their wheel to the right and enter the parking space, turning the wheel to the left as needed to straighten the van out. The drivers will the pull forward and place the van in park to complete the parking maneuver. The van must end the course within 6 inches of the curbside cones and at least 6 inches from any other cones. The time limit for this course is 60 seconds. Time begins when the van begins to move and ends when the van is placed in park.

4. **"S" Turn:** The drivers will begin the event with the front of the van behind the entry cones. The driver will then enter the first turn staying to the right of the gate and then turn left into the gate. The driver will then proceed to the next turn staying to the left hand side and turning right into the gate. The driver will then proceed straight into the end gate, coming to a full stop once the rear of the van has passed the entry cones. The time limit for this event is 30 seconds. The time will begin when the front of the van passes the entry gate cones and will end when the van is brought to a full stop inside the end gate.
Van Course Diagrams

Forward and Reverse Serpentine 120 seconds

Interchange of Traffic Lanes 120 Seconds
Parallel Parking  60 Seconds
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